
Designed with the exquisite and discerning tastes of design-savvy 
customers in mind, the Adjustable Brass Banker’s Lamp sees the 
return of a classic lamp design tastefully modernised. Featuring a 
glass lampshade on a brass stand, holder and base that is height and 
width adjustable, the polish brass hairline finish gives it an exquisite, 
elegant finish. Made in Malaysia, the lamp uses one 4W LED bulb and 
has an E27 holder with pull-chain switch. Finishes can be customised 
to customer’s house design. 

ARTISTIC LIGHTING GALLERY SDN BHD  STAND 6P149A, HALL 6
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Featuring the latest HVLS Fan with direct drive technology and a lower 
maintenance, gearless PMSM Motor. The 5-blade AIREGARD HVLS - 
PSX SERIES has a quieter operation with a significant reduced noise 
level of not more than 40dBA. Suited for big spaces like auditoriums, 
hotel lobbies, banquet halls, open spaces, commercial buildings, 
workshops/service centers, factories/warehouses and other large 
areas, the fan helps save on electricity bills with its cooling capability 
without the need for many units of air-conditioners or conventional 
fans. It also requires a smaller overall volume and lower installation 
space of only 0.86M and features a 44 IP rating.

GARD INC SDN BHD  STAND 3W327, HALL 3

ekouSpike is a portable, user-operated screen designed for 
providing privacy on demand. Its wings allow users to create more 
open or closed spaces, while the knob handles, which are available 
in leather and ekous felt, are to facilitate mobility and can also be 
used for hanging accessories such as headphones, lightweight bags, 
accessories and other small, lightweight items. Made of 100% PET with 
60% of recycled material of 12mm thickness, ekouSpike is free from 
VOC and formaldehyde emissions and measures 1090mm (width) 
x 700mm (depth) x 1500mm (height). ekouSpike can be installed 
quickly and easily within a minute, and folds easily for storage.

TAZ CORPORATION SDN BHD  STAND 7B023, HALL 7

Akron Sitting Shower is a shower unit which is ideal for senior 
  .gnirewohs elihw dnats ot ytilibapac detimil htiw esoht dna snezitic

It is equipped with body jets and thermostat control for smooth and 
pleasant showering, and is suited for installation at rehabilitation 
centres, nursing homes as well as residential homes. The AKRON 
VT808 Foldable Sitting Shower, comprising of adjustable body jets, 
hand shower, thermostat mixer with safety button, diverter, valve, and 
shower seat with support pedestal; workable with incoming water 
pressure of 0.1 - 0.5 Mpa and has a loading weight of 110kg.

AGROW CORPORATION SDN BHD  STAND 2N206, HALL 2

GEG-ECO Lightweight Panel System offers a holistic, time and cost 
saving IBS system that is 3 times lighter in weight compared to other 
system whilst attaining similar if not better quality and technical 
performance. Framed and strengthened using proprietary and 
patented GI tongue and groove framing which serves as a guide for 
perfect installation as well as to hold the panels into position, it has 
a customised density of lightweight mortar that range from 600kg/
m3 – 800kg/m3, excellent thermal insulation (R-Value : 0.18 m2 k/W), 
acoustic performance (STC : 41dB) with certified fire ratings for 1 hr 
(75mm thk) and 2hrs (100mm thk). It is the only party wall with 105mm 
thk that passed through BS 5234: Part 2: 1992 with Tuv Sud Malaysia.

GE TECH INDUSTRY SDN BHD  STAND 7H135, HALL 7

An innovative, quick-drying and water-resistant, one-pack mortar, 
Builden OK1 has a high bonding strength to non-porous surface 
without the need for a primer or bonding agent. Capable of achieving 
true feather edge and 30mm thickness in one application, Builden 
OK1 is also highly flexible, making thin layer applications on flexible 
substrate possible. Builden OK1 is suitable for use outdoors and can 
be used for patching, skim coating and feather finishing on plywood, 
metal, glass, concrete, cement/sand screeds, ceramic tiles, terrazzo, 
marble and other polished, non-absorbent surfaces; filling joints/
gouges; joining cement boards or precast, levelling and smoothing 
out surfaces.

BUILDEN INDUSTRIES SDN BHD STAND 5T600, HALL 5
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Find out more about the innovative 
products that have been nominated for 
the 2019 New Product Award and 
Green Dot Award on the following 
pages, or visit the ARCHIDEX Awards 

Gallery to see them in person!
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The prestigious ARCHIDEX New Product Award (NPA) and Green Dot Award (GDA) are held 
annually to recognise design, innovative use of materials, and creative applications across the 
architecture, interior design and building industries. The NPA is aimed at discovering the industry’s 
most exciting product introductions to the market that showcases the best form and functionality. 
The GDA showcases brilliant examples of environmentally-aware products that combine aesthetics, 
practicality, and sustainability. 
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LavishDry LD18S facilitates space-saving with its functional installation 
at the ceiling. Featuring a heater for hot air drying and fan for cool 
air drying, this innovative product helps dry clothing in a shorter time 
compared to conventional drying on a typical clothes rack, has a UV 
lamp capable of killing 99% germs with the UV sterilisation, and fully 
controllable via an app control on the mobile phone.

ARCHISOLUTION SDN BHD STAND 1J131, HALL 1
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The Decibel 43 acoustic micro-architectural panel system improves 
visual and acoustic privacy in open plan spaces, allowing versatile 
enclosures or space division while keeping the feel of an open and 
social environment. Its ‘room-in-a-room’ concept means there is no 
need to build permanent walls. Available in 4 customisable product 
ranges and 150+ modular configurations, it is an ecologically-friendly 
product comprised of 90% total recycled and 96.26% total recyclable 
content with zero VOC emissions from paint, adhesives and wood. 
Designed and manufactured in Malaysia to global standards, Decibel 
43 provides noise absorption with a 60-65% reduced reverberation 
time in the frequency range of 200-2000 Hz.

BRISTOL TECHNOLOGIES SDN BHD STAND 7D037, HALL 7

DECIBEL 43 



WPS100 is an excellent system for users who love top hung windows 
but wish to have the features of casement windows and vice-versa, 
as it is a combination of a top hung and casement window system. 
In addition to its dual opening function of awning and swing out, 
WPS100 features great ventilation capabilities, weather-tight design 
and good security. It is perfect for users who like a full swing out 
opening during the day and a small opening while sleeping without 
compromising on security, as the window opening angle is limited 
to 15–30 degrees while in awning mode, making entry difficult for 
burglars and thieves.

KIN LONG (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD STAND 1A024, HALL 1
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Featuring a digital shading technology, Pattern Blinds Smart Glass 
transforms from being transparent to opaque with just a push of a 
button on a remote control or a click of a wall switch. With functions 
like privacy control, safety, environmental protection/UV blockage, 
sound proofing and screen projection, the product serves to transform 
one’s lifestyle. A choice of patterns allows various degrees of privacy, 
with High Transparency, Clarity Transparency and Engaging Design 
as the three main options. Pattern Blinds Smart Glass functions with 
the use of wiring connected to a power supply and operates with the 
use of either a remote control or wall switch.

CHIEFWAY OPTRONICS (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD STAND 8A048, HALL 8

Recycled from plastic water bottles/PET, Textura Polyester Textile 
features bespoke finishing using genuine metal and rapid-dry 
technology, that incorporates different textures to create effects 
onto any form or shape. Its’s main features are lightweight, flexible 
and durable yet resistant to stretching, abrasion, mold and rot. 
Inspire creativity in the finishing of places such as walls, ceilings and 
facades thus help in reducing the use of raw material. Unlike the 
implementation of traditional metal sheets which can only be applied 
on flat surfaces. Textura Polyester Textile can be wrapped onto pillars 
and other structures. Its easy glue-and-paste method of installation 
enable users to install them on their own without having to engage 
skilled workers.

MATEREAL CONCEPT SDN BHD STAND 6C022, HALL 6

TimeTec Hubot is a universal and 
programmable smart mobile robot that 
interacts with human beings through 
vision, speech and body language and 
offers both automation and security for 
visitor management at office towers and 
residential communities by registering 
visitors and leading them through 
layers of security in office buildings. 
Integrated with TimeTec’s IoT (Internet 
of Things) access control system to 
improve automation by accessing turnstile, lobby entrance, lift access 
control and more, TimeTec Hubot is traversable along paved road and 
sidewalks, packed dirt, slopes, obstacles (1cm) and gaps (3cm). Other 
features include voice greeting, face recognition, speech recognition, 
self-charging, ultrasonic and infrared sensors, among others.

TIMETEC CLOUD SDN BHD STAND 8B084, HALL 8

Escapade is a boat-inspired lounge that is a weather-friendly and 
eye-catching piece that can integrate into patios, gardens or poolside. 
Made with highly supple and UV-resistant wicker that is also resistant 
to chlorine, salt water, tanning lotion and oil, it is weather-proof, 
colour-fast and easy to clean. The aluminium structure is painted 
using electro-static application method (polyester powdercoat) for 
a consistent and tough finish, making it highly resistant to corrosion. 
The fabric is made with 100% solution dyed acrylic fabric that is water 
and stain repellent while the side table with imported Europe high 
pressure laminate (HPL) plate, is resin-impregnated and compressed 
under high pressure for a strong top and scratch-resistant surface.

SJY FURNITURE (M) SDN BHD STAND 9P023, HALL 9

In line with the style trends of Minimalism, Scandinavian and Industrial, 
STRATO® Cement Texture Paint mimics the beauty of cement render. 
Designed for interior use with a variety of colour options in matte 
finish, it is easy to apply, touch up and maintain, saving users time 
and cost. It has excellent colour retention and is certified with the 
Singapore Green Label, it is non-hazardous and non-toxic to both the 
user and the environment. Chalk and crack-resistant, it is suitable for 
use on various surfaces, including concrete, mortar, masonry, wood, 
gypsum plastered board and more.

SUZUKACOAT (M) SDN BHD STAND 4D415, HALL 4
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Sunlighten is the only infrared sauna manufacturer that offers 
the latest patented solocarbon 3-in-1 heating technology (Patent 
US8588593B2) for effortless wellness. Powered by an android 
control panel with WIFI connectivity where you can get the proven 
health benefits and provide in-cabin entertainment at the same time. 
Sunlighten comes complete with 6 health programs designed based 
on 56 clinical trials for the emission of the optimal blend of infrared 
wavelengths according to individual needs and features a patented 
MagneSeal magnetic assembly system that simplifies assembly and 
extends cabin life. Other features include LED near infrared (NASA 
technology)-Low Electromagnetic Field (EMF) Technology, up to 
300% electricity savings, a removable bench, anti-bacterial bamboo 
carbon backrest heater covers and non-toxic materials.

SUNLIGHTEN SAUNA  STAND 2P294, HALL 2

The fresh air supply ventilator helps improve air quality, enhance 
the cleanliness of indoor air, reduce the heavy usage of air filters 
and prolongs air filter lifespan. Conveniently installed on the ceiling, 
the product provides single-pass fresh air supply with three speed 
options. Available in five Fresh Air modes, its remote control has a 
selection of operation options. The ‘SMART’ mode monitors outdoor 
air quality and control the amount of inward air while the ‘SLEEP’ 
mode is for quieter cleaning and operation. ‘PM2.5’ sensors in the rear 
airflow pathway will periodically detect the air quality in room and 
remind users to replace the HEPA filter when needed.

GARD INC SDN BHD  STAND 3W327, HALL 3

Made from rubber wood sourced from approved rubber plantations 
(no illegal logging), the NAF-grade melamine-faced chipboard is 
environmental friendly and the first Malaysian-made NAF melamine-
faced chipboard to be introduced to the ASEAN market. Using 
raw chipboard produced by local principle, Heveaboard Bhd with 
a state-of-the-art ‘No Added Formaldehyde System’, it comes in a 
variety of exclusive German decorative colour papers. The product 
has zero formaldehyde, excellent moisture resistance with very low 
thickness swelling and the best screw withdrawal test. The product 
is certified by Green Label (Singapore), Eco-Label (SIRIM Malaysia), 
PEFC Certificate COC (SIRIM) and My Hijau (Malaysia).

MAX WORLD MARKETING SDN BHD          STAND 10M280, HALL 10

Ergonomically designed, the Liven executive chair is inspired by the 
clean, classic lines of automotive design and features minimalistic 
details and uncompromising comfort. Designed and manufactured in 
Malaysia to global standards, each individual component is structurally 
engineered for maximum functionality and longevity. Every detail 
researched and tested, the chair conforms to the user’s posture with 
the seat’s curvature encapsulating the lower body. It features a narrow, 
reclining backrest that allows for freedom of arm movement, as well 
as prevents a shirt-pull effect. Liven features an adjustable backrest, 
headrest, lumbar position, height, armrest and seat depth with 
multiple-locking-position synchronised tilt mechanism, high-quality 
die-cast aluminium chair arm and base, and glue-free upholstery.

BRISTOL TECHNOLOGIES SDN BHD          STAND 7D037, HALL 7
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In line with the style trends of Minimalism, Scandinavian and Industrial, 
Monokrete coating mimics the beauty of cement render without 
the difficulties many face with traditional cement render. Designed 
for exterior use, it is easy to apply and touch up, saving users time 
and cost. It has excellent colour retention, good alkaline resistance, 
excellent dirt pick-up resistance and is non-hazardous and non-toxic 
to both the user and the environment. This water-based, formaldehyde 
and lead-free product is chalk and weather-resistant and suitable for 
use on various surfaces, including concrete, mortar, masonry, wood, 
gypsum and plastered board.

SUZUKACOAT (M) SDN BHD  STAND 4D415, HALL 4

MONOKRETE  
Developed with city folks living in densely populated urban areas 
where space is scarce in mind, Space Step meets the ever-increasing 
need for more storage space in smaller living spaces by enabling 
users easier access to high storage space while simultaneously 
providing additional storage space in the pull-out below. With proper 
construction, it can bear loads of up to 150kg and is easily assembled. 
To prevent slipping, Space Step lowers securely and locks in place 
when subjected to a minimum load of 8kg. Versatile enough to be 
used in a variety of living spaces and not just in the kitchen, the Space 
Step can also be used in a variety of ways, such as to help children 
reach the sink, for example.

BLUM  STAND 2V309, HALL 2 
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